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Perspectives
After all, one must see South Africa in perspective.
Yes.
You've got to hand it to the whites, they do care for the blacks as
far as their health is concerned.
South Africa has the highest African infant mortality rate in the
continent.
Look at Baragwanath Hospital-you wouldn't find better treatment
in the Mayo Clinic.
There is only one doctor to 60,000 Africans in the St. Mark's
district, Transkei, Chief Kaizer Matanzima's own district. There will
be a shortage of 1,500 doctors by 1965. Only 13 of the 3,146 pharmacists serve the four million Reserve Africans.
The housing is fabulous-I wouldn't mind living in one of those
municipal houses myself.
African housing is not sub-economic, the vast bulk of tenants are
constantly in arrears with rent, for which they can be, and in great
numbers are, gaoled for weeks at a time. The houses are let without
doors, ceilings or wooden floors, and tenants who put them in get
no compensation even if they are compulsorily moved. The lavatories
consist of a hole in the concrete floor.
Bantu Education may be rightly criticised for having differentiated
syllabuses, but at least they are getting the children into school.
The teacher to pupil rate is 1 to 58, among the worst in Africa.
Expenditure is R12 per child per year, compared to R144 per white
child per year.
And they are producing trained people.
The percentage of African matriculation passes dropped for111
47.3% in 1953 to 25.3% in 1961.
And of course it's nonsense to call it a police state: you've only
to look at the newspapers to see they've even got a free, press~all
criticising the Government like mad.
Since the passing of the General Laws Amendment Act the ordinary citizen can be arrested and held pernlanently without trial,
the convicted person can be held permanently after his sentence has
been served, since 1950 thousands have been deprived of their liberty
in many differnt ways.' under the so-called Suppression of Communism Act, all without any recourse to the courts. In 1962 the newspapers decided to discipline themselves by setting up their own
officially-approved control board: those that belong to the Newspaper
Press Union that is, for }1Jhich white proprietorship is a condition of
m.embership; the rest are subject to a new internal censorship biLL,
besides being liable to banned (as were New Age and Fight:ng Talk)
ur forced out of existence by bans on personnel (as were Spark and
Torch). New journals are liable to be required to pay a deposit of
lip to R20,QeO for registration-as was The New African, which had
to cease appeMring lnonthly, fo avoid this. One of its two editors ha~
:been banned.
After all, one must see South Africa in perspective.
Yes.

•
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African Unity First
The European Economic
Community seen
from Uganda

ROBERT

B. K.

SERUMAGA

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY is an organisation of
six Eur~pean countries which, seen in its proper historical

perspectIve marks only a stage on the road to the realisation of the idea of European Unity. The necessity for
European Unity is a direct result of the "European
problem" and the institution set up to realise that unity
IS first and foremost a "European" institution. It has
grown from a process to be traced to the beginnings of
patriotism in the Renaissance with the birth of the idea of
national sovereignty, with its consequences, thence to the
agreement by the Six, under the Treaty of Rome in May
1957, to launch the E.E.C. The, purpose of E.E.C. is to
foster unity, economic and political, in Europe.
The question is; since E.E.C. is an institution whose
causes and purposes· are to be found in European history,
how then does Africa come to be "associated"?
of African countries to the ComIfion
Market is merely an expedient designed at the 1956
negotiations to remove the barrier against French entry
into E.E.C.
Quring the colonial period, France created a kind of
closed circuit economy within the French Community.
All the economies were part of a single monetary system;
the franc zone, the African franc being freely convertible
into French francs and backed by the French Treasury.
Among the. dependent economies or economies de traite,
no problems of external or internal balances existed:
French grants provided much of the capital and in the
event of recurring costs, France covered part of the budgetary deficits. In addition, tropical products had a
guaranteed market at prices often as high as 50~~ ,above
world market prices, but always above the world prices.
In return. t.he colonies imported almost wholly from
France at prIces again above world level. French officials,
who were numerous, often repatriated the profits, so. in
a sense~ the franc zone functioned independently of world
markets; a closed economic world in itself.
Now at the time of the 1956 negotiations France was
still politically responsible for her "Overseas Territories".
To enter E.E.C., France (like England and the Commonwealth) had to adopt new relations with her colonies.
THE "ASSOCIATION"

K. S E RUM A G A •
a Ugandan, is
at present studyinR econonlics in Dublin.
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acceptable to other E.E.C. members. To. abandon them
all together would have caused a rapid deterioration in
the economies of these countries. Political upheaval would
have been the ~ertain result. This was dangerous and
unacceptable to everyone. France therefore declared to
the conference that unless the members were disposed to
accord the same privileges to her '1'erritories" that she
had hitherto given them, France would be unable to join
E.E.C. This proposition me.t with considerable opposition
mainly from Germany and the Netherlands. However
rejection of it by the conference meant the certain rejection
of the Treaty by the French parliament: a return to
1954. A compromise was reached in the form of "associate
membership". All associated countries except Congo (Leoi
and Somaliland are former French Territories. The. two
exceptipns had special relationships with Italy and Belgium (E.E.C. members) respectively. Associat~ membership is therefore not primarily a device to aid Africa but
a bridge across which France walked into E.E.C. Britain
to-day faces, in regard to the Commonwealth, the same
situation France faced in 1956. In urging her former
territories to become associated her primary aim is to
provide herself with a similar bridge.
LET US EXAMINE the objections to associate membership.
Economic arguments for and against "association" taken
alone might tilt the balance in favour of association;
while political argume.nts treated likewise would weigh
heavily against association. In a similar manner in the
short-run we stand to lose less and gain more, while
long-run losses might outweigh any original advantages.
In fact it appears that taken in toto the case against
associate membership is ovelWhelmingly stronger than the
case for.
Those for "association" point to the economic
advantages; there ·are no political ones. Thus (1) associate
members can. on approval by the E.E.C. authorities of
each particular project. borrow money from the E.E.C.
Development Fund to finance both industrial and other
projects within their respective countries. (2) The associej
have a guaranteed duty-free market for their primal)
products in E.E.C.; while at the same time they, provided
it is justified by the fiscal conditions, can set up tariff
barriers against E.E.C. manufactures.· This, it is argued,
enables the. young industries in the associated countries
to grow without too much competition from the lowercost E.E.C. industries. In support of these arguments
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E.E.C. will be in a position to exact more benefits fronl
us or withdraw some of those already accorded. If this
sounds like lack of confidence in Europe on Africa's
side, our history for the last 300 years gives Africa nothing
but doubt and a certain cautiousness.
Economically, Africa needs not only a good market
abroad, ,but also a large and expanding market at home.
Europe's stomach cannot expand sufficiently to ensure a
market for the surplus products that mechanisation of
African agriculture is bound to produce; and our manufactures cannot sell easily in Europe·. Hence a home
market must be found for both our crops and our
manufactures if we are to avoid the vicissitudes of tumbling world prices.
This calls for an African Common Market. Yet associate
membership prevents precisely this. For, many African
countries refuse to be associated. However, those that
are will be required to set up customs walls against
other African states. And thus at once Africa will have
been partitioned. The removal of these barriers becomes
harder as the· relationships crystallise into political ones.
The moment this happens, cold-warriors will scramble
into Africa and a political line shall divide the continent.
This will be a tragedy not only for Africa but for the
whqle world, and in that way associate membership will
have defeated all its original intentions.
There is only one acceptable solution; first we must
form an African Common Market, and then the two
might associate in a horizontal relationship. Any other
arrangement merely delays the achievement of these
ideals. It probably will be necessary to freeze the present
relations while these arrangements are worked out. During
this time it will be beneficial to all concerned if aid were
directed through a central African Bank. Possibilities for
such a Bank are being explored by the V.N. commission
in Addis Ababa. It will be remembered that one of the
vital steps towards E.E.C. in Europe was taken when an
American President said to Europe: "I shall not give you
any aid until you unite."
•

elaborate figures about our trade with E.E.C. countries
and the aid received and to be received are quoted.
On closer examination, these arguments have little
force. For they assume that if we all refused to associate
we would lose all these advantages. This is based on a
regrettable confusion of the whole with the particular.
Those against "association" do not reject any form of
trade relationship with Europe, they lonly reject the
particular form: associate membership as it now stands.
It is possible to work out a relationship whereby the above
advantages can continue to be enjoyed without however,
suffering the disadvantages inherent in the present relations. This can be done by replacing the present vertical
relationship by a horizontal one. This necessitates first the
unity of Africa,and an African Common Market, and then
a fruitful dialogue between the E.E.C. and its African
counterpart.
REALISATION of the economic advantages set out
above within the framework of associate membership
necessitates as the Treaty says, the establishment of "close
economic relations between them (the associated) and the
community as whole". (Article 131). The result of these
"close relations" will be a situation not unlike the French
Community, where the breaking up of such ties is so
painful that it cannot be achieved by the African economies. It is argued here that such economic relations cannot be established without generating similar political
relationships. What would happen if the associe disagreed
politically with the E.E.C. but the latter threatened to
break off aid?
Our strength lies in our ability to remain disposed to
both camps but unattached to either. The first result then
of "association" would be the disappearance of our
bargaining position in the international sphere.
Even within the framework of E.E.C. our position
shall become weaker, the closer our economies become
attached to E.E.C. So much so that in 1967 when the
Treaty of Association comes to be renegotiated the
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The Death
of Justice
How the once-healthy South African bar had
its Iife-bloo(1 drained away

E.

GOODMAN

THE BAR OF A NATION-its lawyers and judges-is the l~ving
vessel through which its systenl of justice flows. Few
Bars of the world have developed such a tradition of
independence as will enable them to maintain their loyalty
to principles of justice in the face of a government committed to a course of repression and persecution. Of
course, no Bar can for long oppose itself to absolute
state power. But many Bars have resisted, while the
people changed their government or its policies.
The Bar of South Africa had established, over a period
of many years, an honourable tradition among the nations
of the world, of independence and legal integrity. Based
upon an amalgam of Roman, Dutch and British law, its
administration of criminal law developed in the aCCllsatorial Anglo-Saxon tradition. It also retained the British
type division of the Bar into attorneys and advocates.
By custom and convention, judges were appointed from
among the most highly trained and qualified advocates,
and their impartiality and good faith was generally
accepted and rarely impugned.
Due process of law, within the limited context of a
society based on racial distinctions, was vigorously defended and uniformly upheld in the courts. The right of
trial by jury in serious criminal cases remained intact.
The Writ of Habeas Corpus was available to everyone.
Excesses of the police were circumscribed by rules such
as that which prohibited the use of a confession unless
made before a Magistrate, after warning.
THIS WAS THE TRADITION of the South African Bar when
the Nationalist government was elected in 1948 and began
to consolidate its power around its racial programme of
apartheid.
The first important clash between the judiciary and the
government's political drive toward apartheid, occurred
when the government passed the Separate Representation
of Voters Act in 1951, which removed the Cape Coloured
voters from the common voting roll. In 1952, the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court declared the Act
invalid.
AN, who has visited South Africa, is
a Detroit Imvyer who has arranged for a group of
American lawyers to give legal defence in Civil Rights
cases.
E.
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Bitter attacks on the court in Parliament followed, and
the government succeeded in obtaining passage of the
H~gh Court of Parliament Act by wh~ch it overruled the
deCision of the Appellate Court. A few months later, the
Appellate Division declared this Act illegal. Whereupon
the government adopted the Senate Act, which enlarged
the upper house sufficiently to permit it to amend at will
the fu~dament~l ~aw-the Act of Union-by the necessary
two-thIrds majOrity and thus insured the future constitutional legality of its apartheid programme.
T~e government retaliated agaInst the jud:ciary by
p~sslng the Appellate Division Quorum Act, which proVIded that appeals challenging the validity of an Act of
Parliam~nt be hea~~ by t~e full bench. It then proceeded
to appOInt .five addItIonal Judges to the six..judge Appellate
Court to Insure a favourable future judicial forum for
~overnment poli~ies. And during the following years,
Judges were appoInted and promoted on the basis of their
pol~tical . ~ackgroun?, rather than solely on the basis of
th~Ir abIlIty, experIence and seniority, as had been the
unIform practice. At this point it would seem that the

THAT SINGLE LONG STRETCH of road
from Pretoria West; and then; the
sharp left turn. Another brief blind
view of gently rolling hills; and
then; the first lonely, shattered,
deserted outpost-the "Watchboys"
office. From that point, hidden in a
valley one can se·e the myriad dolllike houses of the township, Atte-ridgeville.
Possibly nothing can adequately
describe the complete isolation of a
community like Atteridgeville. To
the eye of the stranger it is an
island in itself and its people live
and move with the close fellowship
of an island community. One
thought, one action can occur to
nlany people at the· sam'e time. For
instance, it is now a prevalent trend
for mothers to "fix" the hair of girl
children from about the ages of five
upwards with a harsh chemical
called "cold-straight". This fad may
soon cease, however, as many children now have large. bald patches on
their heads. The chemical destroys
the hair cells.
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for/ner Cape Town jou.rnalist and a frequent
contributor to The New African, is 110l1,'
living in Pretoria.
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government could reasonably have expected that the
judges an9 the lawyers would have become compLant to
its racial policies.
The big test came in 1956, when 156 persons were
arrested on charges of high treason. The defendants included the outstanding leaders of the principal African
organisations seeking political equality. A brilliant team
of defence counsel raised repeated objections to the form
and scope of the indictments, and were sustained on
appeal. Finally, in 1959, the Crown proceeded to trial
against 30 of the defendants before a specially appo:nted
three judge court. The trial lasted until March 1961, when
the court unanimously acquitted all defendants on the
factual finding that while the evidence showed that the
organisations involved had sought to replace the existing
form of state with one based upon the principles of the
Freedom Charter, the defendants were not shown to have
advocated change by violent means.
THE VERDICT WAS HAILED by the South African bar as a
vind:cation of the independence of the judiciary against

is for young girls
to have babies outside marriage. In
fact it is most difficult for the
young to marry as most parents
look upon the~r daughter's lovers as
"criminals". The term "cr:minal"
may apply to anyone. who won't
work because he does not care to
wake at four or five in the morn:ng
and journey some eight to thirty six
miles to a place of employment. If
you have a job in Silverton you
have to wake up at five as there is
one early train at five forty five. The
next train is many hours later. In
winter, when it is dark in the early
morning you lose' your job because
you are late for work. People are
condemned to a far-flung area with
hazardous transport. In thIs area
there is, no scope for business enterprise. The Mun:cipality owns this
and the Municipality owns that. So,
the young girls accept their illegitimate· babies and the unemployed
young men become increasingly
violent and restless in their frustration. People have learnt to live w:th
frequent and brutal murders. No
one moves a step to assist a voice
crying for help in a dark street. It
is incredible - this daily battle
against fear, sudden violence and
extreme poverty.
Politically, Atteridgeville strikes
an outsider as rather cowardly.
ANOTHER TREND
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government inLmidation and efforts to corrupt and
subvert it.
During the following two years, advocates continued
to fight in the courts for due process, against the grow ~ng
body of aparthe~d laws under which a thousand arrests
a day were not uncommon. Though inadequate to stem
the envelop:ng police state, their efforts revealed, for all
to see, the illegal and inhuman polico procedures.
The illegality of much of the police repress:on is
d~sclosed in figures published recently by the Defence and
Aid Fund of Cape Town for a six-month period in those
few c~ases where it was able to provide legal aid. Of 83
persons arrested and charged with offences ranging from
Public Violence to Incitement, advocates retained by the
Fund obtained acquittals in 78 cases. The government was
able to convict only 5-less than 10% of those accused.
The government began to crack down on the Bar. More
and more lawyers were served with "banning" orders by
Minister of Justice Vorster under Section 10 of the
Suppression of Communism Act of 1950. The following
is typical of such a "ban."

People say: "Let the people of
Lady Selborne do the fighting but
please leave us alone. Lady Selborne is a powder keg but we are
just b;g luggage. You can't move
us."
Then they laugh indulgently and
add: "You see. what happened to
the bus boycott? We d:d not want
to walk. Everybody in Lady Selborne walked. Then the Government withdrew the buses in Atteridgeville so that it could give us
a train service."
Transport is awful. Most trains
run hourly and are. extremely congested. People working in Pretor~a
go in by taxi which costs them
thirty cents a return trip. From a
wage of R8 per week, very little is
left over for household needs.
There. was once a fierce political
individualist in Atteridgeville called
"Boeta L". He has now been converted to religion. Some people say
he was converted to religion because.
he was sad and despairing that no
one would support his cause. But.
the people argue that "Boeta L."
was only acting for "h ~ s own sweet
self." For instance, he never informed anyone that he was go;ng
to rush up to Dag Hammerskiold
that day with a Bible and say:
"Take back your Bible.. White Man.
This is an eye bl:nd. You tell us to
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go to church wh]e you are in the
battle-field! "
Afterwards everyone admonished
him: "Boeta, you must not do such
things. They will put you in jail.
BeSIdes, Dag Hammerskjold d~d not
invent the Bible."
THIS IS SO TYPICAL of the tough,
cynical humour of the people of
Atter~dgeville. They like to say that
they are very good at following
funerals but not so good at follow~ng
polit:cians.
It is dIfficult to get a clear account
of the shattered 4'Watchboys' "
office at the entrance to the Township. It might be Atteridgeville's
one poEtical action. A few years
ago there used to be a "Watchboy"
and several poI:ce stationed at the
office. All v:sitors or strange cars
used to be stopped and a policeman
would then c[mb into the car and
accompany the occupants to whercever they wished to go. One night,
the. "Watchboy" went out on a
spree and the office was smashed
go@d and thoroughly. Soon after, all
"Watchboys" and police were removed. The authorities said it was
expensive to maintain. To-day, the
"Watchboys'" office is a curious
and deserted outpost that cannot
help but give one a twitch of amusement as one passes by.
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"Fron1 this date and expiring on February, 1968, 1 hereby
prohibit you from:
1. Absenting yourself from the magisterial di tricts of (local
areas are here listed).
'" Being within:
(a) Any ared set apart under any law for the occupation of
Coloured or Asiatic persons.
(b) Any location, native hostel or native village as defined
in the Natives Consolidation Act.
(c) Any place or area which constitutes the premises on
which any public or pnvate university, university col~
lege, college, school or other educational institution i
situate.
(d) l~he premises of any factory as defined in the Factories,
Machinery and Building Work Act.
(e) Any place which con~titutes the premises on which any
publications as de1ined in Section One of the said Suppression of Communism Act is prep:lred, compiled,
printed or published.
(f) Any pla·ce which constitutes the premises of any organization contemplated in the Government Notice No.
R2130.
3. Communicating with any person whose name appears on
any list in the custody of the offi'cer referred to in Section
Eigh 1 of the said Suppression of Communism Act.
4. Pcrform1ng any of the following acts, that is to say(a) Contributing, preparing or compiling in manner whatsoever any matter for publication in any publication as
so defined.
(h) Giving any educational instruction in any manner or
form to any person."

The personal indignity and the professional obstacles
faced by "banned" lawyers, is revealed in the following
excerpts from a letter I recently received.
UYou write that 'lawyers are no special class when persecution
strikes'. Unfortunately in South Africa that statement is not
quite accurate. r~ot that lawyers receive any immunity. On the
.contrary, Minister of Justice Vorster has since his assumption
of office singled out lawyers for special attack. Since the law
weighs so heavily on the African people, the whole apartheid
regime being 'legalised' by an unending stream of legislation,
Africans have tended to leok towards their lawyers for help to
a degree probably without parallel in any other -country.
The lawyer here has come to occupy the position in relation
to African society that the doctor or priest might occupy el ewhere. Not that the lawyers have been able to accomplish
anything radical. At best the lawyers have been able to defend
certain individuals trom attack, to reduce the scope of re~tri·c
tive legislation arol~nd the edges~ to expose really gross incident
of arbia-ariness and inhumanity. and to encourage the gian t
mass of statutes to trin over its own feet of contradi:tariness
and inhumanity. The fawyer has accordingly had considerable
nuisance value in relation to authority-he is always getting
in the way, advising clients against self-incrimination, pressing
for bail, harassing policemen In the witness box (in the presence
of non-whites) and generaily boosting the morale of prisoners,
poli tical and otherwise
For a number of years now. prominent government leaders
have threatened legislation to deal with 'troublesome' lawyers.
A draft biU was published last year incorporating provisions
which would enable the Minister of Justice to disbar advocates
a t will, without recourse to the Courts. The Bill raised considerable protest from the profession and sections of the public,
so it was shelved for a year and its main effect achieved by
indirect means. In terms of the recently passed General Laws
Amendment Act of 1963 polical suspects may be detained incommunicado for spells of up to 90-days in solitary confinement.
At this moment nearly 20 people are being so held, and the
numbers can he expected to increase rapidly. (In the Transkei
literally thousands have been detained from time to time under
a similar proviSion in the past two years). Thus guspects are
cut off from their lawyers. Lawyers are also cut off from
would-be clients. This is where the bannings come in.

30

Quite a few lawyers have in the past year been subjected to
restrictions by Ministerial decree-without any prior charge,
or the right to make representations, or any form of trial or
subsequent redre. s. One must give the Minister his due, though
-despite of pro-Nazi background (he was detained during the
war for aJleged pro-Nazi fifth column activities) he dishes out
his banning orders on an entirely non-racial basis. Lawyers of
all hues and quit~ a variety of politicai beliefs (none, of course,
pro-apartheid though) have been restricted.
They are confined to certain area and prohibited from communicating with a long li t of people including nearly all
the well known anti-apartheid activists whom they accordingly
may no longer d~fend. The indirect consequences in their practices are also quite considerable. They must feel sometimes as
though they were radioactive. Attorneys find it preferable to
brief other counsel. Judges, magistrates, prosecutors, warders
and even distri·ct surgeons regard one rather more warily, and
so on. All changes of residence or places of work have to be
notified to the police, and about half of the con-fraternity have
to report regularly, either weekly or daily to the police. The
casualties in the profession have been quite high.
Amongst recent bannees-Richard Canca (attorney, Idutywa
in the Transkei); Role\, Arenstein (Durban); Joe Slovo (barrisster. Johannesburg); Ben Kies, (a beloved man at the Cape Bar);
Albie Sachs (barrister at the Cape Bar and long-time thorn in
the side of the Nationalists); H. J. Bhengu (Durban), L. Mt hizana (East London). Also previously banned is Braam Fischer,
Q.C., onc time lead~r of the Johannesburg Bar, largest in the

What on Earth
could Hooter say?
LIONEL

FORMAN

Sir, an amendment", said the delegate from
Afghanistan, "which will place defined restrictions on
fishing for fossil fish of Madagascar."
It was a surprise amendment, and at once the atmosphere in the hall became tense. For several minutes
distinguished minds considered pros and cons.
"Wonder how Hooter \vill react to that?" Turkey
whispered to Peru.
"Wonder how Bongovitch will react to that?" Poland
\vhispered to Czechoslovakia.
They were not to be kept in suspense for long.
The Big Two finished their meditation simultaneously
and jumped up as one delegate.
The Chairman sighed. "Eenie meenie minie mo," he
muttered in Iranian, working it out on his fingers. "Thanks
be-it always comes out in favour of the Americans." He
called Mr. Hooter.
Mr. Hooter took his place at the rostrum, glowered for
a hostile moment at the delegate from Afghanistan and
turned to address his remarks to Mr. Bongovitch.
He stressed that he had every respect for the good
"I MOVE,

The tragically early death of Lionel Formau, a former
Communist student leader, Treason Trialist, rising
advocate and writer, took place in 1959. This posthumous fragment is published by kind pernlission of
his widow, Mrs Sadie Forman.
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·country, son of a Judge and from a distingui hed Afrikaner
family. A number of Indians in Natal have been banned. I
thinK they include the following: M. D. Naidoo and Has an
Mall, at the Bar; M. T. Nakker, L. N. Singh, Ismail Meer at
the Side Bar.!'

Despite Hbans" and continuous persecution. lawyers
continued to defend the rights-limited though they be
-of the African people. And the courts upheld them
where possible.
Finally, the government apparently concluded that it
could not control, buy or crush the South African system
of justice. It decided to circumvent it. On 2 May 1963,
the government adopted the General Law Alnendment
Act. Section 17 empowered the police to arrest:
"without warrant ... any person ... who in his opinioll is in
possession of any information relating to the commission of
any such offence (under the Suppression of Communism Act or
the Unlawful Organisations Act or sabotage) or the intention
to commit any such offence, and detain such person . . . in
custody for interrogation . . . at any place he may think fit,
until such person has, in the opinion of the Commissioner of
t~e . South" African Police, replied satisfactorily Iv all ques~
bons . . .

faith of the delegate from Afghanistan in moving his
amendment, but it was one of the inalienable rights of
peoples to be able to fish in any waters at any t~me. In
the Afghanistan amendment, Mr. Hooter said. he very
much feared that Moscow pressure had played an important part. He recognised the cunning game of sew:ng
dissension between the free peoples on the vital question
of fossil fish.
"The amendment must be defeated," he concluded. '"The
people of the free world can never accept restrictions on
the freedom of fissil foshing, fishil fossing,-can never
accept restrictions. Never!"
Hardly had Mr. Hooter finished this denunciation when
Mr. Bongovitch was at the microphone. He smiled for a
friendly moment at the delegate from Afghanistan and
turned to address his remarks to Mr. Hooter. He regretted
that though he had clearly indicated his desire to speak
first, the delegates had been subjected before him to a
torrent of lies and abuse. Everybody knew that the socalled fishing for fossil fish was no more than a Washington inspired pretext for establishing aggressive bases in
the Indian Ocean. Fishing for fossil fish had nothing to
do with the matter at all. His country was able and
willing to supply the whole world with adequate quantities
of the best quality fossil fish on ord inary trade terms.
In an inspired image which has come to be immortalised
in text-books on diplomacy he warned "Behind the fossil
fisheries stands Wall Street," and concluded "There is an
apt Russian proverb of which Mr. Hooter may be unaware
-Don't fish in troubled waters."
The distinguished delegates were greatly excited by this
clash of opinion, and. there was general regret at the fact
that the press was not present to chronicle it all. An
adjournment was called' for and agreed to unanimously.
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No person may be "detained" for more than 90 days for
anyone questioning but on release may be immediately
redetained for further questioning- ad infinitrlfn. The
detainee is not allowed any visitor except that a magi trate
is required to visit him in private qnce a week. And the
courts have no right to question into the grounds or
validity of the detention-by habeas corpus or otherwise.
More and more political dissidents are being arrested
under this section. Over 500 persons were known to have
been "detained" and they continue to be arrested.
Recently, the Minister of Justice has begun to "detain"
lawyers who have been most active in accepting the
defence of victims of apartheid laws. The first of the
lawyers now languishes in solitary confinement, without
charge, without hearing, without trial. Thus far~ no member of the judiciary has been arrested.
The system of justice in South Africa has ceased to
exist as an effective force in the enforcement of legal
rights for persons opposing aparthe.:d. To its credit, it
can be said that the South African Bar refused to be
corrupted and to accept the role of lackey. It forced the
government to disclose its inab]jty to rule by law. But.
its lifeblood has been dra;ned. As an instrument of
justice against repression. it is all but dead.
•

"'TRANSMIT a telegram", said the secretary of Mr. Bongovitch. "To the capital. Full text of Afghanistan Amendment. Am supporting enthusiasfcally. Alexei."
"Cable this off", said Mr. Hooter's stenographer. "To
the boss. Afghanistan Amendment in full. Firmly opposed.
Hugh."
"WOULDN'T it be a lark to reverse these?" said the telegraphist who hardly ever had any fun.
'"Ooh, you wouldn't". squeaked the girl behind the
counter. So he did.
'"EXCELLENT" said the Commissar for Fossil Fisheries.
"To take a telegram please. Very pleased. Continue
opposition Afghanistan provocation. Fosfishcom."
"The boy's doing swell" said the Director of the Fossil
etwork, New York. "Wire him.
Fish Administrative
Attaboy. Back Afghans to hilt. F-Fanny."
THERE WAS A LONG LIST of speakers next morning and the
debate was taking its course. Mr. Parkinson-Noodle expressed the doubts of Her Majesty's Government in the
wisdom of going all the way in lifting controls on fossil
fishing but taking all things into account, he must support
the views of the United States delegate.
India's Doctor Hogansputta Rawat pleaded for a
solution satisfactory to all. Fossil fishing should be unrestricted during the months whose letters began or ended
with vowels, restricted during the months ending in Y,
with a commission of neutral nations to decide on what
should happen during the other four months. "The countries of Asia are restive at being overlooked. Because for
untold centuries of oppression we have been denied our
rightful place in the fossil fishing seas, this does not mean
. . ." he wa saying~ when there was a loud interruption

from the hall.
"Suffering Aunt Jemina."
It was Mr. Hooter as he looked at the telegranl that
had just been delivered.
And a moment later, from the. other side of the hall:
"Jesus, Saint Mary" followed by a softer "And
J oseph."
Startled and affronted, Dr. Hogansputta Rawat, took
off his spectacles, picked them up and walked out in high
dudgeon, followed by Parkinson- oodle who had been
sleeping and thought it must be. tea-time.
"'Vhat again," muttered the Chairman grumpily as
Mr. Hooter and Mr. Bongovitch jumped up as one delegate and waved excitedly. "Fair s fair. Baldy first this
time." He beckoned to Mr. Bongovitch.
Alexei Petrovitch was beaming from every pore. "Everybody feels happy at the great moves for peace and friend-

COMMENT
Tchicaya U. Tam'si
Congolese Poet
FRANCES ADEMOLA
TCHICAYA WORKS with UNESCO in Paris, where he has
lived since 1946 when he accompanied his father-then
a deputy for Moyen Congo-there. We had two meetings,
. drinks and s.upper at a small cafe and a dinner party
which he arranged for me.
My first introduction to Tchicaya was through his poem
-A Mat to Wea e-which was read for cr~ticism at the
African Writers' Conference held at Kampala in June
1962. I remember that assembly of African poets and
novelists spending a baffled and almost stormy half-hour
trying to analyse the. opening of this poem.

'He came to dei iver the secret of the sun
and wanted to write the poem of hi life

why ,crystals in his blood
vv'hy globule in his laughter

What held up the conference was the crystals' in his
blood and the 'globules' in his laughter which many felt
were inappropriate images conjuring up visions of sluggish natural functions. One fact howver was obvious.
Tchicaya is not untouched by Negritude but his presentation of this doctrine is more implied than stated. There
is nothing idyllic about his ancestors-to him they were
warriors. His "race remembers the taste of bronze drunk
hot" and one suspects that his crocodiles would never be
"scented". A recurrent image in his poems is that of
fire of heat and of burning:
By courtesy of The Transcription Centre, London.
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ship that have taken place in recent months, and which
my country has always supported with all its heart. As
one more gesture. to overcome differences we unreservedly
withdraw our support for the Afghanistan Amendment in
view of the opposition it has aroused in certain quarters."
"Oh show me the way to go home. I'm tired and I
want to go to bed," wailed Mr. Hooter under his breath.
"Of course, as everybody knows, it is sufficient for my
country to support a motion, to make the opposition of
Wall Street automatic. But we are of different mettle. I
am happy to declare myself able to accept the proposals
of Mr. Hooter yesterday."
The distinguished gathering broke out into unrestrained
applause.
"Pulled that one off well," Mr. Bongovitch congratu..
lated himself as he returned to his seat. "Wonder why
•
cabbage-face Hooter looks so down in the dumps?"

"I have often seen
carcases in the air
where my blood burns."
"dirty wog
he is the younger brother of fire."

and so on.
I suspect that the same fire smoulders underneath his
efficient civil servant appearance and beneath the gaeity
with which he teased the waitress at the cafe is a sort of
anxiety and sadness. He is a stickler for order and
punctuality and on the way to dinner with him Francoise
-my French hostess-showed a great deal of anxiety
because it looked as though we might be late. She said
Tchicaya doesn't like. lateness. Anyway, we arrived at 10
minutes past 8 and Tchicaya's first words were, 'You are
very late!' All the same., he was a most gracious host,
and turned out to be an excellent cook as well.
Tchicaya's flat is in a very modern block and it was a
great surprise. The first thiJ?g I saw was a cherub holding
a pair of candlesticks designed as scales. We sat on Louis
Quinze chairs, ate off antique tables and saw ourselves
reflected in ornate mirrors of which there were many.
The whole length of one wall was covered with rare
editions of various French classics and Tchicaya complained that his friends are in the habit of casually taking
home a precious book and just as casually forgetting to
return it. I looked everywhere for a little trace of Africa
and discovered behind an ancient vase a little ebony head
half hidden by manuscripts and very dusty.
This was the only evidence of the people whose 'race
remembered the taste of bronze drunk hot,' and when I
asked Tchicaya why he cultivated this improbable hobby
of collecting French antiques he said in his jocular way,
"I do what the Europeans did to Africa-I plunder
Europe."
I was silenced because I have seen less rewarding ways
of plundering Europe.
Just before we left, Tchicaya brought out four antique
musical boxes shaped like clocks. He wound each one
in turn and as we waited for the lift outside his flat, we
heard their chimes. They sounded like distant church
".
•
bells.
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"Come out to my camp sometime, Pete. It's one of the best-run
in the Survey - the Geological Survey. Believe me, I know how
to treat the Wogs.' I reckon with the attitudes you've got, you
haven't got much work done. I don't know about you, but I came
here to do what I could for African progress. You may question
the idea of progress . . . that is getting philosophical.
11

One of the sadder aspects of Peace Corps project Tanganyika
'I' was that some of the Peace Corps volunteers (PCVs) who did
the best in terms of the physical work they accomplished were
also the PCVs with some of the worse old - Africa - hand attitudes.
It had been hoped that our youthful immaturity would aid the
process of adjustment to Africa. Unfortunately, many PCVs
were isolated in small, up - country, regional headquarters.
In these circumstances, they were thrown in with a group of
hold-over colonials and crass, young commercial runaways
from the fogs and humours of London and Manchester. Perhaps
it is not surprising that pevs ended up accepting to some extent
the values of the white laager . This was sometimes all but
necessary if one wanted to get on smoothly with one's white
superior officers in the Public Works Department or the Geological Survey. (Tanganyika'!' consisted of surveyors, civil
engineers and geologists.)
Kwame Nkrumah has aptly pointed out the disadvantages
of keeping on old hands for technical assistance while Africanisation is incomplete. I can testify from my own observation
that old blood may pollute the new.
I would not wish to make a blanket condemnation of the expatriate community in Tanganyika. Among the best, there were
some outstanding exceptions to the general rule. In any case,
the blame does not ultimately lie with the old expatriates if
young Americans, over a period of exposure to their society,
absorb more and more of their backward -looking philosophy.
EPISODE
Sailing, skindiving. Bored and fickle white women passing the
long afternoons on the sand at the Tanga (formerly the European) Beach Club. Waterskiers crisscross under the bows of
a freighter loading sisal from lighters. This is a glimpse of
Tanga, my headquarters for a year and a half as a junior officer in the Public Works Department. Tanga is one of the large]
towns in the country, a pleasant, low-pressure place where
almost all rationalisations about life and love are possible.
The bush - babies scream at night from the depths of the great,
green mango trees. In the cool, old houses of government servants, houses built in the German times with thick walls and
large, screened window openings, the beds are draped with
gauze. One can lie at night listening to the passage of an occasional car and speculate about the shifting liaisons among the
men and women of the town.
.
I think of a girl from the north of England. She was doing
the sets for the pantomime, a yearly ritual of the English community. She had been a student of commercial art and moved
in. the bright, new culture of atlantic youth. For her, reality
was a scene thousands of miles away. Her family was decent
middle class. She had not yet accepted her life as the wife
of a forever-expatriate Welsh accountant. She instinctively
rejected the cowboy values of those whites in Africa who try
to keep roots in Europe and pretend to themselves that they
are pioneers.
There was a time when I could commiserate with that girl
about the distant realities: wet city streets, jazz concerts
and theatre, the winter countryside. We both faced somewhat
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similar problems of adjustment. Hers was the more severe
since she could look to never returning to England; I could
expect to be back in the USA within t\VO years. With books,
records and letters from home, it is possible to maintain the
psychology of a transient for extended periods. In the end,
however, I became well enough settled in to consider never
going home at all. When I last saw the girl from the north of
England, it was in Dar es Salaam at the ew Africa Hotel.
I presume she was on her way with her husband to South Africa
New Zealand or Australia . We did not speak.
EPISODES
There was a PCV geologist in Tanga Region whose approach
to this job was the very opposite of pukka. Willy did not pitch
his tent away from those of his African crew but in a circle
with them. He did· without a camp bed and slept in his blanket
directly on the ground cloth of the tent. He had no servant,
did his own cooking. As much washing as got done, he did
himself. I went hunting with Willy several times. When it was
for elephant, there was an Arab halfcast named Saidi anc
several old men who knew the signs. On long weekends, Willy
wDuld fly to Dar es Salaam, where he had fallen in love with
a bit of India -transported -to- Africa. This was a transition
in sensual terms from the wood smoke, coarse vegetation
and lateritic ant- soil of inland Tanga Region to the fusty- spicy
Indian quarter of the capital.
There was a small enclave of PCVs thrown together south of
the Rufiji River at Mtwara near the Mozambique border. A
five hundred shilling airfare made them part perforce of a
desperately small white community. They cultivated a peculiar
humour, contracted liaisons which served "to pass away the
day, I' as the song has it, did d good job of work and b2came
fluent in Swahili.
Lenny was our CC Y socialist. George had joined the Peace
Corps as a modern -day substitute for the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade. Macky was a loquacious Carolinian - rootless,
sophomoric and withal a very worthwhile person who could
make a good job of something while repudiating the norms
of responsibility. His Swahili was extremely fluent. 0 sense
of duty drove him to it. The pleasure he took in talking was
all he needed.
George's approach to Swahili was elegant and scholarly.
Macky's pride in his Swahili was in part founded on his
recherche vocabulary. Africans, it seems, rarely indulge
in vulgarity. Macky learned to express the dingiest aspects
of a white man's mentality in a black man's language. His
Southern accent lent a true - seeming quality to his Swahili
vowels which the rest· of us could never match.
An article about the Peace Corps in the flesh is inevitably a
series of episodes. With properly chosen episodes one can
prove different things. I can offer no views of PCVs in West
Africa, Latin America or Asia. We were not primarily
teachers or community development. workers but technician ~,
and our group included some not-terribly - gentle personalities. I did not begin this article with a quotation from a
wild, bush - sick reactionary to prove anything, but I think it
does show how Africa tends to polarise people politically.
Which side are you on '.
•
That quotation with which I began is a small part of a
monologue to which I was treated one day in the bar 01 the
34

Banda Beach Club, Dar es Salaam, by a volunteer geologist
who had just a few hours before arrived in the "big city"
sporting a Peter-the-planter panama and wheeling a beat-up,
mud - splattered Land Rover which he and his elephant- hunting buddy had purchased cheap and rebuilt. He knew that I
was acquainted with some of the political refugees from
South Africa, Mozambique and elsewhere who are about
everywhere in Dar es Salaam these days. These acquaintanceships qualified me to receive his ideas about universal
franchise (nonsense), the white settler (the best thing that
ever happened to Africa), the Afrikaner (hard -working from
sun -up to sundown behind the plough with his wife). It was
with great passion that this PCV set forth the principles
which months of solitude (that is, isolation from Englishspeaking \vhites) on continuous safari in the Serengeti
Reserve had taught him.
In the course of months, watching alone in the entrance
of his tent after a hot day s traverse, seated at the camp
table while his servant prepared the pressure lamp, staring
out over some fruitless bit of classic African scenery seen
in the light of another un-numbered dying day, he had come
to revere with religious intensity just one force: the entrepreneur (the white man, of course), \vho with money and
ideas can change the face of that ancient Africa. Too many
such ~unsets had turned this fellow from a gregarious
.
bar-room wit to a hard drinker whose eyes were always
focussed "somewhere else". G-- J--, a journalist on
Elethu Mirror who had come up "from South" without a
passport \vas at the bar at the time. G-- took me gently
to task later for haVing been rendered completely speechless by thlf:i geologist. How can I denigrate something so
real, G--? 'This guy had found in the Tanganyika bush the
sources of Afrikaner Zionist fundamentalism, though his
origins \vere a ew Jersey suburb of peculiar ethnic richness (to judge by the colourfulness of the idiom in which he
spoke). He had never been within a thousand miles of a
Dutch Reformed Church. The experience of this geologist
included forever-starving Gogo tribesmen who, some say,
will not plant while they know there are bags of A. rrlerican
maize \v-aiting for them in the baraza . He had seen an
Mgogo spit and say in bad Swal:Uli,-T,- yelele na 'LJhulu
lake" (" yerere and his 'freedom ''').
T'hus it was that he decided to worship at the Voortrekker Monument. Whether as a builder or destroyer, for
better or for \\-~orse, this Peace Corps geologist had chosen
to take the White Man as his hero. The black man had
become his "friend" of course, though he found he preferred
not to have to speak to educated Africans.
T

T

South from Lamu: hot palm oil, ripe mangoes, sweet dafu
coconut water . . . the beaches, fishing villages, river--deltas and the medieval Arab ruins which distinguish the
coast to tl).e south where Portuguese anachronism and Boer
supremacy wait in tense intransigence with a taste like
biting on a piece of brass. In this stretch of miles, can a
young American find nothing better than a transient enclave
of whites to mean Africa to him? My hard-nosed, bushsick interlocuter at the bar at Banda Beach Club adrnitted,
"They've got some sharp Wogs down there, Pete (referring
to South African nonwhites) and some day you may be on
the other end of a gun from hiln. He 'vvas refer ring to
IT

G--J-.
Deepbush Bill, if I may call him that, pushed the logic
of his situation to its emotional and political extremes.
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The architectural young men of the nineteen-fifties have indeed had
much said at and about them. They have been catalogued, labelled,
warned not to retreat from modem architecture, told that the revolution finished twenty years ago-or been allowed to 'wander around
aimlessly ... in a foggy chaos' by Mr. Philip Johnson. Their work
is often seen as an expression of their dissatisfaction with the state
of modern architecture and they are grouped according to the ways
in which they revolt.

Although he does not identify himself with any particular group,
his age and complete disillusionment with most of contemporary

ROHITEOT OF LOUREN90 MARQUES

architecture would undoubtedly earn Amancio Guedes membership
of this rather diverse congregation. Born 37 years ago in Lisbon,

, ... the truth is, that Art Nouveau aborted because it demanded
too much, becau e there was no-one ,vith the imaain~tion needed
to take it through.'

he grew up in Africa where his father was posted as a government
doctor. Immediately after studying in South Africa, he began archi-

AMANCIO D' ALPOIM GUEDES

tectural practice in 1950 in Lourenco Marques, a city of about 140,000
people and capital of the Portuguese territory of Mozambique.
For ten years Guedes has worked intensely at the development of
a highly personal architectural expression which, in its variety and
significant contribution to its environment, is probably unsurpassed
in Africa. Lourenco Marques) like many of the cities on the same
continent, has increased rapidly in size but remains surrounded by

Reprinted by permission of

vast areas of undeveloped wilderness which creep up to its edge.
It is a city of lush vegetation (the city tree is aptly named the

THE
ARCHITECTURAL
REVIEW

flamboyant) and much colour. Its inhabitants lead a typically Latin
life enlivening the pavements and streets by their enjoyment of

gathering in groups and strolling about outside, relaxing in the
numerous open-air cafes and family restaurants and swming themselves on the beach. This open-air life makes the most of the subtropical holiday-like climate of Lourenco Marques, where conditions
are ideal for most of the year although a fireplace is welcome for
a very short time in winter. Torrential rains are quickly followed by
the scorching

SUll,

whose heat in the hottest months is made even

more formidable by the high humidity.
Building technology is primitive, and most building is done by
small builders who use cheap labour and have little equipment. The

standard building medium is concrete, either in block form or cast,
and the labourers who work with the concrete are craftsmen who
~SAIPAL~

BAKERY

have a natural understanding of the material. Fonnwork is generally

The form of the arches which upport the roof of tit is bakery as determined
in close collaboration with an engineer. The building (completed in 1954)
is entirely of concrete· and ,[,vas designed to prov'ide for future expansion,
by repeating the tructure at both ends. 8, the treet facade; 9, the internal
courtyard, 1. Uh projecting brackets to accept further structural frame ". hen
extension becomes necessary.

of such a low quality however that plaster covering is essential,
and this has produced an almost universal surface solution. Roofs
are of two kinds· the locally made, rough, red clay tile roof, and the
reinIorced concrete roof which requires little waterproofing. Coloured
stone and pebbles are easily available and Guedes has used these

I~

r"',,: \
I

-I
.

to great advantage.

3'\

I
I

Under these frontier conditions, where the normal chances for

I

money investment are limited, building remains as one of the only

.1

means of speculation. The major building types are flats and houses
I
i

---

which are built rapidly and haphazardly,

l

~ith

quick return on money

virtually the only concern.
cross section

key

I, baking hall.

2, truck parking.

3, water tank.

4, chimney.

Guedes has understood the limitations of such an environment,
and has made fullest use of what technological facili .. es are available,
developing traditional teclmiques and materials in new ways. He has
capitalized on the great vitality which is released when an established culture finds fertile new ground-for in this state of coalition
between the withering old and the crude unformed new, the opportunities for innovation and change are tremendous. In Brazil, another
corner of the Portuguese world, conditions are similar, and Guedes's
work has the same impetus which is characteristic of the new
architecture there.
Above all, it is his belief in the madness and irrationality which
is much of all art, that has contributed most to his architec· al
idiom. Guedes came to architecture through painting and has continued painting ever since. He is

0

se,- sed with he desire to integrate

into his architecture the fluid forms which he discovers in his painting
and se Ipture. For him a large part of the a chitec ral pro em is
the creation of a series ~..t· .. 0v·erf.r~1 sVIDbolic images,
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produced, which transmit emotional and spatial messages with an
immediate and active meaning. He wants building 'to have a presence,
to be like some vast apocalyptic monster or a gently floating albatross
... to be so invented as to be remembered forever, like the temples
of India and the pyramids of Egypt,'

~T}d

to achieve this he claims

for architects 'the rights and liberties that painters and poets have
held for so long.' Consequently Guedes treats architecture not as a
profes£ion-selling satisfaction to clients-but rather as a total
artistic immersion, in which clients, builders and staff are
manipulated and overwhelmed.
Guedes believes firmly that the only way to do architecture is t(
do it yourself. He works with a. group of African dra.ughtsmen he Promethcus apartment block, Lourcnto J/affjues.

h~~~ned~~li~M~fuemhU~OOwifuhims~oo~~ar~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
practice. He delegates no responsibility for design or detailing, and

~~

he supervises the progress of the work very closely both in the office
and later on the site, often visiting a building several times a day.
He has taught an African bricklayer to do the cement work of his
own murals, which he provides at cost or even free if the client can
be persuaded to accept one. He does his sculptures in the same way,
having a skilled African carver \vorking on his premises to carry out
the designs under constant guidance and control. In Guedes's back.
yard works an African painter and poet who, while working on his

own, is part of an environment centred around Guedes-an
environment which constantly produces buildings, paintings, sculpture
and poetry.
In much of his work Guedes ]:l..as been concerned with round and

spiked vertical forms and their jerky relationships. These forms
arise not out of the needs of the material, but out of the ideas which
he \\ishes to express. Concrete is moulded in wet dune sand, in the
projected hotel at Bilene, to create a sequence of inflated and deflated
spaces which lead from the entrance through the building down to
the beach. The roof follows this dune-pattern and contains 'a stream
which flows into and through the lounge. In the Mountain house,
log rafters fan from stone bases, to make spaces in which huge fires
glow and cast ominous shadows. The Luz Sousa house uses variations
of tall chimneys and gable forms to create a wonderland; the service
station for Otto Barbosa alternates irregular angular forms to
entangle the passing motorist; the assertive revolving form of the
Cimentos pylon marks the entrance to a cement factory in Matola.
High above the Santos Marques e Silva offices, three spherical water
tanks hover while an elevator moves up and down a glazed shaft.
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When he works in a cosmopolitan environment, an architect
may feel he has to protect himself from the constant bombardment
of cultural stimuli. When he works in isolation, however, he acts
centrifugally, using what he has locally and finding every possible
outside stimulus to enrich and ferment it. Amancio Guedes embraces
. all outside influence with alacrity. On the one hand he may use
primitive marks on corrugated iron shacks outside Lourenco Marques
as a departure for his paintings; yet he can still remain obsessed with
the sophisticated European Surrealist painters. He is as much
involved with the curvilinear stone walls of Zimbabwe as he is with
the metalwork of Victor Horta.
His concern for Art Nouveau and the fantastic architects is nevertheless obvious, and for him some of the fundamental buildings of
this century are Horta's Maison du People, Cheval's Palais Ideal,
Simon Rodilla's Towers, Gaudi's Parque Guell and the houses of
Broce Goff and Juan O'Gorman. Guedes, in his concern for archi~--..----......,..~

18

tectural vigour, spontaneity and excitement, follows a long tradition,

PYLON A T MA TOL

one to which the master Iberian architect, Antoni Gaudi, belongs. He

11larking the entrance to a cernent lactory on the main road to Lourenco
/lIT
tJ .
1
18'
d.{
lHarques, ns pyon,
,1S 1na e OJ

shows the same preoccupation with a single powerful theme, alien-

reinforced concrete units cantilez'ered
from an in-S1·tu concrete spine. It has
floodlights built into tile base, (cl/iell 1·8

Even when Guedes uses simple rectangular forms, he alternates

(l
concrete disc hOL'ering abm'c the
grou nd. ] 9, the pylon floodlit ((I 11 ighl,

ation h'om the rectangular form and ability to juggle complex shapes.

and displaces these in rhythms which have the same function as his
curved and irregular forms, na.meIy that of creating a strong and
involving image. In his latest work he has experimented with a
system of controlled modular spaces, much as in the work of Louis

19

Kahn, which are then vigorously manipulated both inside and outside.
In the innocence and simplicity of Kahn's work, Guedes finds simi-

larities with the child-like themes of Paul Klee and Henri Rousseau.
He thrives on the charged quality of seemingly naive forms; his
plaster fingers, cigar shapes, metal eyebrows, and 'some of his murals
(based on the insistent geometrical patterns of the Ndebele tribe)
are of this order.
Amancio Guedes and some of the young architects of the fifties
see the social commitment of architecture not in terms of providing
minimum facilities, nor in making these intrinsically poverty-stricken
statements pretty. Their concern is not with minima. Their fear is
that contemporary architecture has made use of too little too self..
consciously. To visualize

archit£~ture

as a more expansive art,

social commitment includes for them also a commitment to those
asp"rations, irrationalities and phantasies which are a large part of
life and an even larger part of art.
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In a way he is marc to be respected than the rcv s 'vvho
went into a kind of suspended aninlation for the duration.
My own reaction wa to follo\\' the ame logic in the opp0site direction.
The pursuit of this logic led me eventually to South
Africa and to the hr)mes of people of all races \ 'ho arc
engaged in the fight against apartheid. It \vas for ODlC of
these anti -apartheid South Africans that I originally t -ci('d
to sum up what I thought the Peace Corps amounts to in
Africa and what it means as a facet of US forei bJI1 polj c y
for Africa. My impression \vas that the nonwhite leadership in East and South Africa i ' of a very high calibre. I
could personally imagine a great future for these areas,
not so much in terms of brutc prosperity as in tern1S of
general human happiness. The catch I thought \vas apartheid' a problem which only the US and Great Britain have
the power to resolve peacefully, though I rather doubt they
will. It was in the context of the probleDl S of the continent
of Africa as a whol that I came to picture the Peace Corp
as a liberal gesture in a general policy vaCUUD1. Thus,
paradoxically, it is a ge ture both \vorthwhile and 11opeless.

EPISODE
The dark waters of Tanga harbour throw up the light of
the ships lying at anchor. Briti h India, Union Castle, the
Robin and Farrell Lines. Belo\v the Club, the variou company launches - Smith Mackenzie, Dalgety, Twentsch are tied up at the cu toms dock, \vhere an askari in a
coarse, stiff, khaki uniform and fez keeps guard~ The
dark shapes of small fishing dhows seized for smuggling
are ~'een drawn up on the shore. It might be any odd evening in the year. There is the sound of pleasant conversation from the bar. A few couples dance to records on
the expansive, darkened dance floor. Elsewhere in the
old. coastal to\Vll, Indian famili s, Ismaili, Hindu, Goan,
car r1' on the life of their families in mall flats or modest
bungalows. In the African quarter, which spreads away to
the palms and cassava patches of the outskirts, family
groups share mounds of hot posho . At the Princess Bar,
the halfcast Goan, FernandeZ:serves up the beaded bottles of Tusker and City beer while his Arab- African concubine Sherifa sulks on a barstool. A mixed crowd of
European and African riffraff and minor civil ervants
drink, talk over the noise of the American rock 'n' roll
mUSIC and watch four men competing at the football game
machine.
A 52-ilor and an African girl in short skirt twi et. . .

Trade Castles and Forts of West Africa
by A.- W. Lawrence .(Jonathan Cape, 63s)
"I anl only indirectly concerned with the history, political or
economic, of European endeavour, or of the Africans; thOSe
topic form the frame, not the picture, and are so treated.
My purpo e is to trace the changes in each trading community
o far as they are, or used to be, visible in the buildings (orU fj ed enclosures, within \vhich a group of Europeans and
Africans lived, \vorked and (often prematurely) died, between
1482 and the beginning of colonial rule. "
In this definition of the scope of his book, Professor Lawrence indicates that he is dealing with more tangible evidence
than is available to most other writers who treat the subject
of Africa's past. Profes sor Lawrence, who was Honorary Sec'retary to the Ghana Museum and Monuments Board, directed
archaeological investigations in Ghana for a number of years
and undertook the repair or restoration of the principal remaining buildings. The present volume constitutes a detailed and
scholarly exposition of the original designs and the subsequent
alterations and extensions of the various West African castles
and forts. Most of these were concentrated along the coast of
what is now Ghana where about a hundred trading-posts existed,
most of them contemporaneously, within a stretch of three hundred miles. The oldest of these, Elmina castle, was founded
by the Portuguese in 1482, when Columbus had not yet discovered
America. It is the earliest European building in the Tropics and
erved as a model for similar fortifications which marked the
point of contact between local communities and traders, not
only in Africa but also in Asia and in orth and South America.
These fortified enclosures were established by rival European
Po\\ ers to safeguard their export and import trade monopolies
which they held through agreements with - and sometimes at
the invitation of - local African states; in return, the Europeans
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bound themselves to assist the townspeople in case of an attack,
whether by rival Europeans or by Africans. Only in the case
of Wydah, Dahomey, was the port open to ships of any flag,
and the forts of three European nations stood in close proximity .
Professor Lawrence tells of how the inhabitants of Wydah continued to hoist the French and English flags over the remains
of the two trading stations long after their occupants had withdrawn, and this may be interpreted as a sign of the esteem
which marked the relationship between African population and
European traders. (In the case of Portugal, hovrever, which
had retained an acre of vegetable garden, the site of its old
fort at Wydah, "for sentiment's sake", the Republic of Dahomey
proclaimed in 1961 that it would no longer tolerate this imperialist possession.)
Keta, the last big fort to be built on the coast, was the only
one which was founded against the wishes of the townspeople,
"who preferred to trade with all corners and therefore consistently refused to let Europeans establish a stronghold which
might dominate their territory. " Although Professor Lawrence
is chiefly concerned with the evidence of the physical remains
he does give a brief outline of the history of the various stations
he deals with. Very often, of course, the evidence of the building
itself has other than strictly architectural implications. Anomabu
for instance, the last English fort to be built on a grand scale,
is the only fort whose original structure includes a large prison
specifically built to hold slaves awaiting transport overseas.
At the time of the early forts, Europeans were attracted to West
Africa not so much by ·slaves as by the gold, ivory, pepper and
other products - but mainly gold - which they could obtain in
exchange for other goods. The demand for slaves was then still
limited; those slaves who did change hands in those early days
were often sold by the Portuguese to African merchants from
the interior who required porters to carry away the goods they
had obtained in return for their gold. Later, when the slave
trade changed direction, it became a more sinister institution.
Where Professor Lawrence does digress from the strictly archaeological discussion he is often at pains to point out that the
contact between Europeans and Africans was marked by friendly
relations, especially in the case of those slaves who were kept
as a permanent labour force at the castles and forts, and who
lived under surprisingly humane conditions, according to the
present volume. It seems that they often lived as full citizens
in the surrounding towns, and as the relationship between town
population and castle inhabitants was usually cordial, their
servitude cannot have been unduly oppressive. They were highly
skilled workmen and irreplaceable; their owners were careful
not to antagonize them. "No evidence suggests that they were
predominantly meek, ' Professor Lawrence states, and he goes
on to quote the report according to which two slaves 'beat the
sergant in the garden', but he does not explain what provoked
the incident, nor what its consequences were. These permanent
slaves received wages - the English paid them at twice the free
rate - and they could supplement their income by taking private
employment. They were also granted concessions in response
to their demands, in one instance leave of absence to cultivate
their own farms, and the percentage of run -away castle slaves
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is stated not to have been greater than that of run -away soldiers.
The chapter on the life at the forts presents some amusing sidelights on the character of the inhabitants: "After many years of
complaining that there was no one to bury them or to christen
their mulatto children, the Dutch eventually induced the Company
to send out a minister, but regretted their importunity on finding
that he held strong views against polygamy. " The English appointed an African, the Reverend Philip Quaque, as chaplain to'
the castle at Cape Coast, whereupon officers who failed to attend
divine service every Sunday were fined 7s . 6d., "unless the
Governor should cancel the service .on some adequate ground"
- which he seemed to do with remarkable frequency. A Danish
officer at Christiansborg wrote: "We could not find place for
many goods, especially when we received by each ship
30-40, 000 pots of brandy; then there was no room in the storehouses and we were obliged to set the vessels filled with brandy
in the rooms of the servants, who imposed a heavy leakage or
rather 'drinkage"'. This grave deficiency in accommodation was
later rectified.
There is no doubt that the political influence of these fortified enclosures on the coastal African states and, through them,
on the balance of power inland, was considerable; Professor
Lawrence's work is an important contribution to its eventual
assessment. He himself writes, "In all history there is nothing
comparable with the effects produced by the forts of West Africa;
nowhere else have small and transitory communities of traders
so changed the life of the alien peoples who surrounded them,
and indirectly of a vast region beyond. " He traces this influence
on the course of colonial history: lilt was along the Gold Coast
that the forts had been concentrated most densely, and it is not
fortuitous that this was the fir t native African territory to
become an independent state on a modern pattern; there only,
generations of literate Africans had learnt to hold their own in
the white man's world.' He sees a continuation of this influence
on the current situation: "The political crisis which immediately
arose in the Dominion of Ghana (and has since given occasion
for the Republic's peculiar administrative features) grew out
of a cultural division between the coastal area, where Europeans
had worked among and with Africans for nearly five hundred
years, and the interior, where there had been little more than
half a century of such intensive contact. " But he produces quite legitimately - all the evidence to demonstrate the benevoEnglish had been forbidden to undertake any activity which would
involve competition with Africans, and this will have to be balanced against less favourable accounts. Nevertheless, the posItive aspects of these centuries of Afro- European relationship
which he stres ses, must find their place in the reinterpretation
of the period of European penetration and conquest, which is
part of the process of rewriting African history outside the
familiar framework of colonial preconceptions. They exist,
together with the evils which have arisen from -the contact and
whic~ perhaps predominate in our minds today.
This book, with its beautiful iflustrations and intereSting
plans is of course primarily of archaeological importance, but
this should not obscure its general value to everybody who is
interested in the West Coast of Africa.
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the 'Primal

Vision. Christian Presence
Amid African Religion by John V. Taylore (S.<;.M. P!'ess'R1.60)

"WE ARE - THE MODERN CANNIBALS who eat
man's personality and leave him-out of
harmony 'with himself and those with whom
he~' has to live" writes a European missionary quoted iri this book. If only The Primal
Vision had been published 100 years ago,
how many brutal blunders might the early
Christian missionaries have avoided in their
courageous efforts to preach the Gospel in
Africa. Belated though it is, the book is certainly worth reading, particularly by those
people -who still believe that 'Western
Civilization' and Christianity are the same
thin~ Those :who have long since .seen
through that fallacy will be encouraged by
the profound attempt which Taylor has
made to find out what Africa has to teach
the Church; whife those who believe that
'the ChristIan· Gospel is irrelevant in the
Af~ica of the mid-1960's will be challenged
to think again.
.
Instead of writing.a book to tell the people of Africa .,what 'he thinks we ought to
know Taylor '''has sat down to listen to
what Africa has' to say to him and his
ideas. This humble attitude is itself a refreshing chaJige, but what makes the book
even.' more worthwhile is the care and perceptiveness with .which Taylor has li5tened.
In 'a remarkably short book Taylor has
condensed, without distortion or vague
generalisation, the essential ,elements in the
tradhional African view of life. Of course
one could argue that there is no one African' view of life any more than there is
0Il:e 'Af-rica'n Personality', but Taylor draws
on his owp wide experience, and even wider
.re~g.ing, ~o show that certain important
elements ae common to cultures as widely
separated a.s, those ,of West Africa, the
Su~an, Ta~gan¥i-ka, and Zululand.

'the Western emand the African
stress on human solidarify. and mutual responsibility is particularly enlightenjng. Sin
is seen as essentially anti-social; as an
action which destroys -human relationships.
Man is .seen as part of a unified creation
where there IS no unbridgeable gap between
the living and the dead, the ,animate and
the inanimate. ,"No distinction 'can be made
between '.sacred and _ secular. between
natural and supernatural" for NatliJe. Man
and the Unseen are ins-eparably involved in
one another in a total community" (p. 72).
The Theologian~ the Psychiatrist,' and the
THE CONiRAST BETWEEN
phasis Qn indi\(i~ualism
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Doctor will get many new insights from
this book: the Social Scientist will see how
many of the exciting 'new' political ideas
(e.g. African Socialism) have roots that go
deep into the history of the Continent.
The major weakness of this book lies in
the fact that it seems to me to be only
half completed. Taylor has described briiliantly and with great in~ight the beliefs
of Africa, but of an Africa before the days
of export cocoa, diamond mines, secondary
industry, a cash economy, and large cities.
It is true that much of what Taylor describes is still very much present in Africa
just as the child is still present in. the man,
but, surprisingly for an author who has
written books about 'Christians of the
Copperbelt' and 'Christianity and Politics
in Africa', Taylor says very little about the
shattering effects of an industrial revolution,
modern education, and mass communications on the traditional beliefs.

mic' arguments that persuad~d' the Europeans In Southern Rhodesia to .~upport
rederation.

Post

WRITER UNFQRTUNATELY spends little -'
time on the Labour Party~ attitude. to
Federation. He sees, however, that for
Lyttelton the Federal link-up was as simple
an operation as a company merger. Indeed
one teels that those who created the federation had much the ,same spirit as those who
partitioned Africa at the great European
conferences in the latter years of the 19th
century.
THE

Mortem
R. A. Hasson
Unholy Wedlock by Harry
(George Allen and Unwin)

Franklin

WITH TREMENDOUS generosity and
sympathy on the part of the supporters of
Federation, it is very much open to doubt
whether the 1953 arrangement could have
been made to work. The l?artner~ were incompatible and union by consent was impossible.
This book shows that faced with this
situation, the federal architects made decisions characterised by myopia and meanness. In short a political arrangement which
initially stood little chance of success, was
most grossly mismanaged. Indeed some of
the blunders committed were unnecessary
even in terms of the narrow and selfish
aims that those in power pursued.

EVEN

by pOInting' out the
continui'ng, and often increasins, importance
of traditional beliefs in moulding the views
of the new Africa. We would not deny their
importance nor withhold our gratitude and
admiration from Taylor for articulating
them so clearly but there is still need for
another volume deaLng with the effects of
the la~t ce'atury of economic, social, and
political upheaval' on the Africa of to-day.
How does one maintain a Christian Presence
in the melting pots of Johannesburg, Nairobi, Lagos, and Cairo? Will Mr. Taylor write
us a volume 11?
Meanwhile white South Africans, who
suffer more than most people from the
arrogance of imagined superiority, should
be made to read, mark, learn, and inwardly
digest the present book. It is, moreover,
a must for those, both black and white, who
seek to understand Africa. Underneath the
deceptive simplicity lies muc.h rich insight.
TAYLOR DEFENDS THIS

WOULD BE DIFFICULT to improve on
Franklin's discussion on Kariba and the
economics of federation. One feels however,
that he overemphasizes the impact of the
Devlin report. If "it shook the British government and shocked the British people"
(p. 145) the results of this shaking up were
not apparent for a considerable time. The
Monckton report which while supporting
the federal idea left an escape-hatch, was
surely more' important in persuading the
British Gover:nment to abandon a lost
cause.
One cannot read this book without feeling that it is incumbent on Britain to be-'
unusually genero~s to the two former ·protectorates to compensate for the. humiliation and suffering that Britain imposed on
them whether as principal in the first' degree
or as an aider and abettor.
IT

FRANKLIN IS EMINENfLY WELL-QUALIFIED to
write this book. He is not one of the
group of hindsight prophets on the federa- ONE FINAL POINT. It is unfortunate. that the
tion, who now .asserts "of course the thing writer should fail to give th~ references to
was 120und to fail." But more important his quotations. This would be important for
than this, he has the 'feel' of the situation. two classes of reader-first the student of
He rightly appreciates that the arguments Central African politics who might wi~h.~to
in favour of federation were more impres- follow up a particular quotation; secqnd,
sive for their quantity rather than their readers with no background of Ceritral
qu~lity. As he says (p. 42), "Every conceivAfrican politics will want to feel that the
able argument was relied on from defence st~tements quoted are the ipsissima verba
in the next war and resistance to commun- -of the makers. But in the last res-ort it is
ism down to 10caJ water development." It a tribute to the excellence of the book that
was this myriad of bogus arguments' rather its main fault stems from the writer's exth~,n as Franklin s~ggests, the purely 'econo- cessive modesty. ,
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Zambian Election

Reconstruction
Begins
GRA·HAM

STUART

PRE-ELECTION-UNIP
FOUR YEARS AGO Kenneth Kaunda was in prison, his party
the Zambia African National Congress banned, its successor the United Tational Independent Party known only
to a small group: the Federation had however by then
been given its first shock with the explosion in Nyasaland
following Dr. Banda's return from abroad. In the years
that followed, Kaunda's UNIP grew at such a rate that in
January this year it was able to take 55 of 65 main roll
seats in the country's first election under a one-man-onevote constitution: the 10 reserved roll seats went to the
(White) National Progress Party, the pale surviving
shadow of the defunct United Federal Party. Ten main
roll seats were won by the African National Congress.
Kaunda's victory was not unexpected, and by looking
at the results of the 1962 elections one might gain a good
idea of the areas in which UNIP would win for sure.
The chief interest in the contest centred on the reserved
roll, where UNIP was challenging every NPP candidate,
and on the constituencies which were regarded as ANC
strongholds.
Following the Victoria Falls conference last June, the
British govenlment \\'as pressed by elected members in
the Northern Rhodesia Legislative Council to grant a
new constitution which would carry the country to selfgovernment with the demise of Federation. The Whites
in Legco were clearly strong enough to demand the inclusion of a number of reserved roll seats, believing that
tlley would thus be able to ensure a continuance of White
iQfluence on government, everyone knowing by this time
th~t UNIP would win any election. The NPP argument
has been: economic and technical power rests for the
present with the Whites while political power belongs
with the Africans; therefore let the Africans control
Legco, but with a group of Whites (presumably rich and
technical) on the opposite benches to help them run the
country and prevent them from sacrificing economic and
technical progress to politics. During the campaign the
- NPP constantly exhorted Whites to vote for it "so that
there would be an opposition" in Legco.
UNIP has been telling the Whites, and other minorities,
that the only way they can ensure their survival is to
associate themselves with the controlling majority. UNIP
G R A H A M 's article on the school and
the boys appeared in The New African, 17 August
1963.
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candidates on the· reserved roll have been pointing out
that the only way in which Whites can influence policy
is by being inside the governing party: they also pointed
out that to vote en lnasse for the NPP would be tantamount to rejecting the offer of a completely non-racial
state made repeatedly by UNIP.
ELECTION

all NPP candidates were returned, beating
UNIP with majorities ranging from 70 to 500 in constituencies of about 2000, but UNIP won about 30% of the
White vote, compared to less than 4 % in the 1962 general
electio11:t. and the party disappointment at not gaining the
main roll seats, can at least be tempered with the knowledge that the White front has been finally broken. UNIP
is pLedged to ,aboLishing the reserved roll before the
country enters independence this October so as to do away
finally with racial block voting, and representation by
racial group.
ON POLLING DAY

PRE-ELECTION-ANC

UNIP's campaign against the Afr:can National Congress
has been rather different, and has not gone unmarked by
violence and death on both sides. The ANC is the country's oldest political party, and its name and intention
were probably taken from the ANC of South Africa, as,
was its thumbs-up salute. Its leader, ever since its birth
before Federation has been Mr. Harry Nkumbula. The
revolt against his leadership came in the late 1950's, and
led to the formation of the Zambia African National
Congress by Kenneth Kaunda and other young and impatient members of the party. A number of. ANC
branches immediately went over to ZANC, and until the
party was banned it was gaining in influence. When UNIP
\-vas founded and Kaunda came out of detention, all the
copperbelt except Mufulira supported it, as did the rural
pO,Rulations of the Northern and Luapula provinces.
Supnort spread to Barotseland and to the Eastern Provinc~, usually undercutting the influence of the chiefs·
and older men, many of whom remained loyal to Nkumbula as the father of the African nationalist movement.
the 1962 election showed that the only area ANC could
be sure of was the Southern province and parts of the
Central province. The support here was largely tribal, the
Tonga group of tribes being traditionally fearful of the
powerful Lozi (Barotse) in the west and the Bemba in the'
Northern and Luapula provinces. Two other places which
might have been thought safe for ANC are Mufulira,
where many miners and African town dwellers had remained loyal to Nkumbula's party during the ANCZANC split (some believe out of respect for the now
dead John Katilungu, a hero-worshipped miners' union
leader from that town) and ANC Legco member; and
Mwinilunga, an area in the north west whose tribal inhabitants, the Lunda, are part, ethnically, of the Lunda
people of Katanga on whom Tshombe based his pow'er
in that province. Tshombe and Nkumbula were good
friends in the past, and the ANC received large sums
of Katangese money during the 1962 election campaign,
Tshombe knowing that UNIP would be opposed to the
continued secession of Katanga from the Congo.
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ELECTION
THE 1964 ELECTION, A C lost Mufulira to U lP's
trade unionist John Chisata, but retained all seats in the
Southern province except Livingstone (which went to
UNIP's Mainza Chona with a majority of 489 out of
19,841), and won one, Chisamba, in the Central province
(Chisamba is a Tonga-group district). Nkumbula's candidate took Mwinilunga.
At the outset of the election, 24 UNIP candidates were
unopposed, and in most constituencies received overwhelming support on polling day (e.g. Lundazi-UNIP
2.9,800, ANC 155).
The election passed peacefully, but fighting broke out
between ANC and UNlP supporters in Mufulira when
the results were known.
I

POST-ELECTION

Prime Minister Kaunda has
had to appoint both the best men for the job_ and the
men whose position in the party demands that they be
given eats, the result being a group of men who represent

IN CHOOSING HIS CABINET,

Words
Wo r dS
DRIEST OF ENGLISH-PRESS
political
correspondents have had their little joke
about the Odendaal Report, even if only
about that perennial laugh--subject, the
Bushmen. Let us now praise the report,
concerning nevertheless that its stern periods
and ingenious cover-up arguments have their
hilarious moments. Let us praise the editing
of this Inquiry into South West African
Affairs in one particular. A real attempt has
been made to make it seem composed within universal, modern systems of thought.
The technique is fairly simple: almost all
words that connote Afrikaner Nationalist
systems of thought have been cut out, or
used to the minimum, and a thick overlay of
humanitarian pro-African argument papers
over the quite considerable cracks created
by nearly fifty years of South African
colonialist rule. The word apartheid, nowadays a shy stranger to our shores, is not
to be found at all, likewise separate development, a phrase which the inner ear of
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CONTEXT

IF FOR SOME PEOPLE, Africa begins at the Ebro, they
would find on travelling further, that South Africa begins
at the Congo-Zambezi watershed. This does not mean
being hit in the eye with a Whites-only notice the moment
you step into Northern Rhodesia from Katanga, but that
you are made welcome by a friendly miner, employed by
Harry Oppenheimer, with the offer of a Cold Castle
(brewed in Ndola) a Rothman's cigarette or its sibling
Peter Stuyvesant (made in Lusaka).
A~cording to Margery Perham in one of her Reith

every UN diplomat must hear in Eric
Louw's shrill and best-forgotten bark. Bantu is scarcely to be found, and even that
useful word Native takes on the respectability of inverted commas here and there.

Words

THE

almost every aspect of national life, from the fiery youth
leader to the cool headed economist. The key posts have
gone to Mr. Simon Kapepwe (Interior), Mr. Mainza
Chona the country's first Afr:can barrister (Justice-his
parliamentary secretary is Mr. James Skjnner, an attorney,
and U lP's only White candidate on the main roll: he
\\'on Lusaka East with a 5,722 majority out of 22,000),
and Mr. Arthur Wina (Finance), economist graduate of
American universities.

Mr. Wentzel du Plessis, on 30 January in
Windhoek. The Chief's spokesman, Mr.
Clement Kapuuo, went to protest to the
Republican official when some of the councillors were told they could not stay on in
Windhoek location until the date of the
mE PRO-AFRICAN ARGUMENT stems from the meeting. Mr. Eaton's suggestion that they
terms of reference themselves. Were not go home and return in time for the 30th,
these for the Commission "to enquire must have struck even this BAD official
thoroughly into promoting the material and as unhelpful, for he followed it up by
moral welfare and the social progress of telling Mr. Kapuuo that such worries would
the inhabitants of South West Africa and soon no longer afflict the Herero, who were
more particularly of its non-white inhabi- to be placed all together in "their own
tants"? Aside from a repeated boast that homeland." The aristocratic Mr. Kapuuo's
the whites stopped the blacks from killing icy "And who has decided this?" must have
each other off, and were responsible for made Professor Bruwer's unaristocratic ears
the progress of the non-whites in "the tingle down in Stellenbosch.
social, economic and religious fields", the
whites now fade from the scene, and the
moral and material welfare of the blacks THEN WHEN OFFICIALLY I FORMED of the
become the sole concern of Professor Odendaal Report's findings, Mr Kapuuo
Bruwer, the brains behind the Report. (The asked, who was to decide where this was
hideous anti-Herero carnage of the 1904 to stop. If the Ovambos, Hereros, Okavangos, Kaokovelders, East Caprivians, BushGerman-Heroro war is not mentioned).
men, Damaras, Tswanas, Namas and Rehoboth "Basters" are to have each their own
homelandl, why not the Afrikaners, the
THE SKILL OF the Odendaal Commission in
hiding the 70,000 whites in their 60 0 {) of Germans, the English and the Jews? It may
the land causes one to hunt the whites even sound a naIve question, but there is no
more, and to wonder why they too have logical answer to it.
Tt is difficult to say whether this question.
not been split up into their ethnic goups.
An unreported interview between the Here- or Mr. Kapuuo's earlier one~"And who
ro Chief's council and the Chief Bantu has decided this?"-is the more lethal, desAffairs Commissioner underlines this. The pite the elaborate w-ord-play, maps and
Chief's Council, consisting of Herero lead- statistics of a solid year's highly expensive
ers, some from distant parts of the Terri- work by Professor Bruwer and his less actory, was to have met the Administrator. tive colleagues.
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Lectures (published as The Colonial Reckoning), one of
the reasons for imposing the Federation on British Central
Africa was the fear in Whitehall that Northern Rhodesia
would }nevitably. be. drawn into Afrikanerdom, especially
as ~frJkaa~s. mIne workers on the copperbelt were becomIng polltlcally strong enough to control the destinies
of the Protectorate. That danger (which surely could have
been avoided merely by widening the franchise and without going through the expensive operations of Federal
estabLshment and demolition) has now passed, as has
the fear of political domination by the White settlers of
Southern Rhodesia, but the. stranglehold which South
African-based concerns have on the economy of the
country presents a problem whose solution will not be
found in following Tanganyika and Kenya into a total
boycott of South Africa.
The economy of Northern Rhodesia at present comprises little more than the copper mines and a scattering
of light industry around them and in Lusaka and Livingstone. Half the mines are controlled by Anglo-American,
based in Johannesburg, the rest by Rhodesian Selection
Trust, a close relation of the mighty American Metal
Climax group. Anglo-American is busy turning itself into
as close an approximation to a local product as possible
(RST has been doing this for some time), proclaiming its
nonracialism, and its desire to employ local people of
whatever colour at all levels, with a fervour that must
be rather disconcerting to members of the Mynwerkersvakbond (or its equivalent) busy in the gold mines of the
Free State.
What everybody knows is that Northern Rhodesia, in
its transition to Zambia, will be the first independent
African state. in which a vital part of the economy is
owned by South Africans: not the only part, for Zambians
will probably go on drinking Castle beer and smoking
Or. Rupert's cigarettes. How the government will balance
the needs of the country, in terms of investment and
production (at pre.sent largely South African), with
demands~ and doubtless heartfelt desire, to aid in the
liberation of South Africa, will face the leadership with
one of its first and severest diplomatic tests.
Add to the South African grip on the economy the
Portuguese control over the two rail routes which serve
the country-the Benguela Railway through Angola and
the line through Moc;ambique-over which the copper
exgorts roll on their way to Europe and America and
along which enter the country's requirements in oil and
machinery, and one has a situation in which the powers
of White supremacy in Southern Africa could strangle
the infant Zambia at birth. It is these factors which will
dictate the country's policy for some years-at least until
the agricultural revolution which is getting under way
provides food for the whole country, until diversification
makes the treasury less reliant on copper, and until the
Tanganyika railway (from the copperbelt to Dar es
Salaam) is built. This project, planned before Federation
and shelved, promises to solve a number of problems at
on~e: it will eliminate Portuguese pressure, it will provide
work for thousands of unemployed, it will open up a
great tract of unproductive land to development, and
will give the country its hallmark of independence like
the Volta Dam in Ghana and Aswan in Egypt.
44

THE

FUTURE

DURING THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN, UNIP leaders and
candidates were at pains not to court votes by promising
any immediate startling improvement in the voters'
standard of living: instead they preached the necessity of
hard work by everyone. If, Dr. Kaunda declared, everyone followed this exhortation, every foot in zambia would
have a shoe on it in ten years time. People voted for a
government which was prepared to face publicly the
difficulties ahead, ,and perhaps to push people on to solve
them. The new ministers will not have an easy time.
SOME OF THE PROBLEMS arise from the nature of the
cOl)ntry itself, the result of being in the tropics, with
their plethora of disease and uncontrolled soil erosion;
social problems are largely the result of the uprooting of
rural people in consequence of industrialization; but there
can be no doubt that the country would have been in
far better shape had not enormous revenues from the
mines been exported, for the sole benefit of stockholders
in South Africa, Europe and America, and latterly, for the
benefit of Southern Rhodesia, which sucked £70,000,000
from Northern Rhodesia during the, ten years of Federation. If that money had remained in the North, Dr.
Kaunda would have been the Prime Minister of a country
with as complex and developed an economy as his
southern neighbour.
It is there.fore with some justification that the new
government speaks of the years ahead as a period of
Reconstruction, and with revenues flowing into the
treasury at a higher rate than ever before, with a popular,
stable, capable and dynamic government, with an air of
confidence in the future, this generation of. voters will
see the transformation of their country into a prosperous
egalitarian state. But it will mean heavy toil.
•

The Ballad of The Headless Men
I walked along the beach one night
With Chaka and Dingaan;
In front a thousand headless men
Ten thousand more behind.
The
The
The
We

pebbles and the stones were red
sea was foaming blood;
crested waves upreached the sky
walked along the. flood.

Under each left arm a gay head
And each right hand was speared
Upon the circle of a neck
A scarlet cobra reared.
The headless men need have no heads
For they are those who follow
And only those who lead need think
And those who follow. follow.
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Jazz
Epistle-2
THE "FREEDOM"
JAZZ MOVEMENT

WHEN THE FIRST avant-garde discs
were released some years ago the
reaction of most jazz followers varied
from intense excitement to rejection
and even scorn. Now it cannot be so
lightly dismissed because although the
music of the 'freedom' jazz movement
is still an experiment, it has developed
some very interesting and intriguing
things that seem to promise a radIcal
change of the whole form and body of
jazz.
Currently the centre of a major conLAW R E NeE, a Cape
Town journalist, was recently detained under the '90-day' clause of
the General Laws Anlendtnent Act.
HOW A R D

HE

troversy that has raged unabated for
about three years the 'freedom' jazz
movement has gathered quite a substantial international following and
their influence can be felt even in the
work of some of South Afr~ca's most
promising young musicians. such as
Dudu Pukwana, Nick Moyake and
Ronn:e Beer.
What exactly is this 'freedom' movement and who is responsible for it?
Its chief disciples, among others, are
Ornette Coleman, Eric Dolphy, Jackie
Maclean (The Connection), Jimmy
Woods, John Coltrane and Cecil Taylore
Basically the movement is a revolt
against the limitations placed on musicians by (a) conventional chord patterns and it is also (b) rejection of
conventional melodic / harmonic usage.
This has resulted in the melody determining the harmony in much of the
'freedom' schools music.
The 'fre,edom' school believe that
these conventlons rob the jazz musician of the complete expression of his
emotions - and believing as they do
that jazz should be an aggressive
social protest their attitude is understandable. They have now given us a
whole new range of tonal coloration
and rhythm that often does not, in my
opinion, come off.
No doubt, much of the new music
is exciting but the fact that it is essentially the music of 'introverts' does not

n1ake it easy for the listener to dig it.
The sound IS often not pleasing. rrhe
work of Ornette Coleman and Eric
Dolphy is particularly demonstrative
of this with its high-Iow-pitched,
screeching, groaning sounds that often
sound as if they were trying to speak
the sounds out instead of blowing it.
Nevertheless, although near-violent
controversy rages round it the new
music is here to stay - the first major
jazz revolution since Bop of the early
'thirties. Naturally the 'old guard' of
today are kicking against it just as
they were kicked against by the old
guard of the thirties but frankly I
don't think they are going to influence
the avant-garde to give up their experiment.
What do the 'old guard' think of the.
'freedom' movement? Kenny Clarke,
one of the Bop revolutionaries who
now lives in Paris says the new music
is 'formless, empty and meaningless'.
Andre Previn says 'I find that kind of
jazz to a greater extent than it should
be to be a self-indulgence' ... 'I don't
think that kind of experimentation
should be public'.
Dollar Brand says 'it's rubbish', and
Kippie Moeketsi thinks it's 'an escape
from musical incapability'.
Still, they said all these things of
Charlie Parker, Charlie. Christian,
Miles Davis and Monk.
That was a long time ago-thirty
years, to be exact.
•

T h~ headless nlen need have no heads
For all who lead are ghosts
And those who follow living dead
And all who live are lost.

We marched along, we sang no ong
We all were grim for battle;
Qur hands were speared, our hearts \-vere seared
Our cobras played the rattle.

So I cut off Chaka's head
And Chaka cut off mine;
And if we even thought we thought
Our thoughts were those of swine.

ur hands were speared. our hearts were seared
We slaughtered every ghost;
The sands were red with men twice dead
We fought for freedom lost.

Under my left arm a bloody head
My right hand too was speared;
U pan the circle of my neck
A scarlet cobra reared.

Still many a night we walk the shore
As cobras play the rattle
Still many a night in pain once more
We wage our phantom battle.

The poison of its soul flowed down
And coursed in every vein
In my heart a hate arose;
I screamed in shame and pain.

For all who live arc headless men
And all who lead are ghosts
And those \\-·ho hate shall have no life
And those who love are lost.
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Africa's
Favourite Fallacy
Anti-capitalism and the
basic economic facts
RONALD W. MORRIS
THE IDEA, as put by Mr. Joe Molefi in The New African
(December 1962), that "the means of production and distribution, and all major enterprises belong to the people,
and the wealth of the country and its land are equitably
distributed among the people", must seem quite enchanting
to the have-nots. Especially so when they have been
deprived of suitable opportunities of acquiring their fair
share because of the colour of their skins. A little analytical
thought will show that these evocative terms are illusory
and impracticable, however. They remind me of the observation of Clemenceau that "the man who is not a
Communist before the age of thirty, has no heart. T'he
man who remains a Communist after the age of thirty, has
no head." In other words, remember the lesson of the
talents in the Bible. If the wealth and land of the country
w$re "equitably distributed among the people"" one of
two things would happen.
Either some people will be improvident and inefficient,
and they will turn to those who are provident and efficient
for help, or the state will set up a bureaucracy to see ~hat
these things do not happen. In the first case, the efficient
and provident people will look for some reward for assisting their less efficient and less provident fellows,. in which
case, the seeds of the much-maligned capitalistic systeITI
will be sewn all over again. In the second case, everything
will virtually belong to the Government, and anyone who
thinks that Governments are more efficient than private
enterprise, has had no real exp.erience of working with
both or even, possibly, either.
Even the Soviet Union found that the average worker
did not respond to patriotic appeals to raise productive
capacity, and incentives had to be introduced such as the
Stakhanovite system, and penalties were imposed for inefficiency ranging from imprisonment to being sent to
Siberia. Personally, I'd rather run the risk of being sacked.
and retain the right to look for another job which suited
my capabilities better. After all, it is far simpler to change
your job than it is to change your government.
TOO MANY SOCIALISTS

write and talk as though Capitalism

W. M 0 R R IS, a Durban advertising
consultant, is a vice~chairman of the Natal Division
of the Liberal Party of South Africa, and is chairman
of several Natal civic and ratepayers' associations.
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had made no progress in its attitude towards labour since
the d~ys of Dicke~s or even earlier. No acknowledge~~nt
is ever made of the rise of the power of the trade unIons
until, today; the worker is ofte~ so pampered and l?ro~ected
that it is the bosses who get a raw deal, and It IS the
inefficient and lazy worker who keeps productivity and
profits down. No cognisance is taken of the ~evelopment
of the science of personnel management, whIch has convinced managements that a healthy, contented and secure
worker is a far greater asset to a firm than casual, discontented labour, which is nearly always inadequately
trained and subject to a high incidence of absenteeism.
It is for these reasons, that the modern trend in management is to provide their workers with most of the bene~ts
they seek under socialism, whilst leaving the worker wIth
the right to change his job instead of having to change
his government. This trend has a.lready advanced to t~e
stage where many workers receIve annual bonuses 'In
proportion to the profits for the year. They ar.e also
rewarded for useful suggestions and improvements, and
many managements have established workers ~nd management committees to foster better understandIng of each
other's problems with beneficial results to labour in better
working conditions, and increased wages and bonuses,
and in greater productivity and harmony between management and labour.
For my part, I believe that the answer to emergent
Africa's economic problems will need all the ingenuity and
know-how which capitalism has at its finger-tips, plus
the greatest degree of productivity from the worker which
only capitalistic incentives will provide. Once the colour
bar has gone and full educational opportunities are available to all who can benefit from them, capitalism will be
able to produce results such as even the socialists have
never even dreamed of. The development which this freeing of ability will give rise to, will further the. evolution
towards what may yet come to be known as welfa~e
capitalism, which will finally solve the alleged conflIct

THE MAP
COLLECTORS' CIRCLE
Durrant House, Chiswell Street, London W,C.l.
has just published
E.arly Maps and Views of the Cape of Good Hope by R, V, Toolay
This, No. 6 in the series, fully describes and reproduces 35 maps and
views of the Cape of Good Hope from 1666 to 1797. Its ·size is 7~" x 971".

*

*

*

Five other publications. have already been issued and ten are planned
for 1963-4.
These are available only to members.
Subscription: R10.50 (5 guineas) per annum, payable to
Insight Publications (Pty.) Ltd., P.O. Box 2068, Cape Town, from
whom a Prospectus may be obtained.
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between capitalism and sociaiism, or between capital and
labour, according to your point of view.
WE SHOULD REALISE that every socialist government has
created, to a greater or lesser degree, a new class, the
bureaucracy. I would far rather attempt to convince a
capitalist boss that I am worth more money, than try to
convince a bureaucrat who has a vested interest in keeping
other people's \Wages down in order that his may go up.
It is all very fine, in theory, to have a minimum wage,
but the minimum wage very easily becomes the maximum.
If you doubt this, you have only to realise that any community can only consume to the extent that it can produce.
If one bricklayer lays one hundred bricks a day, and
another bricklayer lays three hundred bricks a day under
exactly identical conditions, what earthly reason can there
be for paying both men the same wage? Would you be
satisfied if you were laying three hundred bricks a day?
Not Pygmalion likely! You would either ask for extra
privileges or wages, or you would start slacking until you,
too, only laid one hundred bricks a day. In the latter
event, your community would be two hundred bricks a
day poorer in its construction programmes and it would
have so much building less to use for the housing, factories,
shops and other amenities which we all need and desire.
What is wrong with capitalism acknowledging this fact in
the manner most appreciated by every human being?
Socialists usually retort that capitalIsts should not take
a profit on the labour of the workers. It is generally
agreed that the labourer is worthy of his hire, but socialists do not seem to realise that he actually makes a profit
on his labour by selling it to the highest bidder that his
own knowledge, skill and efficiency, can muster. If he
likes to save some of the money he earns, instead of
spending it on unnecessary luxuries, and invest it in
stocks or shares, or in a building society, he, too, can
earn dividends or interest until he can set up his own
business and become a capitalist himself. What is wrong

with that? Does it require too much work, too much selfdenial? If so, why begrudge this right to the man who is
prepared to work that much harder, to deny himself that
much more and, moreover, in the final analysis, to take
that extra risk.
Don't imagine that capitalists never lose their money.
They are not all that much more infallible than the rest
of us, until they have learned the hard way. But let us
take another look at that heinous crime known as profittaking. Socialists scornfully quote globular profits earned
by mines and industrial undertakings, but they never take
the trouble to relate them to the amount of capital outlayed in buildings, plant, raw materials, wages etc., etc.
provision for taxation, reserves against future potential
losses, and provision for future development. These net
profits are o~ten as low as 2! %, and are seldom higher
than 12!%, which is surely not exorbitant for the outlay
and the risk involved, and the employment created and
sustained.
never seem to stop to do is to
examine what happens to these profits. To hear them talk,
you would imagine that they are just whisked away into
some private hoard never to be seen or heard of agaIn.
Sometimes profiteers are sneered at for wasting it in hlgh
living. If they do, then surely they create employment for
those who cater for their extravagant tastes. It should be
remembered that the arts and culture flourish best where
there is an aristocracy or a plutocracy. In socialist societies
there is a tendency for the state to dictate what the artist
mayor may not produce, and culture tends to become
standardised and it loses its independence and zest.
In actual fact, ho\vever, the amount of money "wasted"
on high living among "profiteers" is infinitesimal. Most
profits are either ploughed back into further development
or modernisation, which create further employment and
better conditions of employment, or these funds are invested in new projects which create further employment.
ANOTHER THING SOCIALISTS

two SAAF Sabre jet fighters.-Cape
[C.W.]

Times.

AFRICAN A
Send contributions to Africana, P.O. Box
2068, Cape Town. One Prize of RI lvill
be- awarded for the best item each
lnonth, and two additional prizes of 50c

each.
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The constitution of Die Broederbond
makes it plain that it was founded on
a high religious basis. Members are
forbidden by the constitution to take
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politics.-Landstern

[R.Nt]

Et tu, Brute! BasL anguka
Caezar!

CAEZAR.

(Anakllfa.
Wajulnbe na raia
wanatoka wamepigwa bunlbuazi)

"Native wages are always in the forefront of our thinking as employers,
and except for completely unskilled
Bantu in the industry, we are today
paying our non-white labour rather
more than R2 per working day."Mr. A. J. G. Rump, President of the
Federation of M aster Printers
South Africa. Press Release.

•

part

•

CINNA.

Uhuru! Uhuru!

--Julius Caesar (Swahili translation
by Dr. Julius Nyerere, Oxford University Press, Nairobi.)

•

lohannesburg.-A White man and an
inconspicuously-dressed African spent
two hours in the company of a Security Branch detective at the Komatipoort police station on \Vednesday
after their Cessna aircraft, on a flight
from Swaziland, was forced down by
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The slow erosion in price levels which
has been apparent during the past
week has been the result of footling
local sales motivated by Dr. Verwoerd's "crisis of survival" warning
to South Africa, and Mr. Vorster's
drastic General Law Amendment Bill.
Dr. Verwoerd's ackno\vledgment of
overseas hostility, threats from Russia, and some African states and the
attitude of the United Nations may
be construed from a purely economic angle as evidence that Exchange
Control regulations \vill not be dismantled for some considerable time
... Dr. C. R. Louw, chairman of the
Trust Bank of Africa said in his
annual address. "I am very optimistic
regarding the future. All the indica1ions are that South Africa's expansion over the following number of
years will at least continue at the
present rate."-Gleanings from the
Dealer's Desk, Johannesburg. [V.I.]
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THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF LIV~NG

for the major~ty of
the ind:viduals have been achieved in predominantly
capitalist states. The evidence is there for all but the poliCcally bUnkered and indoctrinated to see" and the future
of emergent Africa will underwrite these lessons in such
an efficient and effect:ve manner, that the colour and
racialistic prejudices against so-called white capitalisnl.
will be finally shown up for the prejudices and fallacies
that they really are.
Whilst Socialist states muddle along against all the
evidence of Parkinsons Law of growing bureaucratic

To the Editor
Racially Exclusive Parties
Sir,-In reviewing Bloke Modisane's Blame
Me 011 History, Richard Rive raises two
general questions: Is there a clear dichotomy between racially exclusive membership
parties and nonracial aims? Is there a clear
identity between nonracialism and integration? The flat "yes" both explicit and implicit in Mr. Rive's review seems inadequate
as an answer to either question.
". . . African people can be organised
only under the banner of African nationalism in an all-African organisation where
they will by themselves formulate policies
and programmes and decide on the method
of struggle" is not inconsistent in principle
either with seeking a nonracial society or
with co-operating with other groups in the
struggle for such a society.
One need look no further than TANU or
UNIP to see parties (now nonracial governing parties) which have consistently professed a nonracial society as their objective
and sought it in their legislative record but
which were organised as exclusively (indigenous) African parties and admitted immigrant i\.fricans only after becoming well
established. The reasons for such a course
are both objective and historical. Southern
Africa (including both Zambia and Tanganyika) has seen a number of "progressive",
"multiracial" parties which were de facto
directed by '·gradualist", "liberal" Europeans. Any party with Asian or more especially European membership and a fortiori
with similar participation in leadership was
suspect in Tanganyika and Zambia, as it is
still suspect in Zimbabwe or South Africa.
In consolidating a firm allegiance among
the African majority not only was it essential that there should be majority African
membership and determination of policies
_ ..._ ......-th!ePJ~~~~.",..,,~mlhmembership and I(i.~,.
UnlVlerslllY--C~~~~~I-.

strangulaton by red-tape and an inept governing class~
Capitalism will continue to adapt its techniques to the true
needs of society, to the increasing profit of not only the
capitalists, but also for those who work for and with them.
In other words, Capital~sm will continue to evolve its
welfare aspects and its effic:ency, whJst African Soc~alism,
suffer~ng from both its economic and anti-neo-colonial prejudices, will become bogged down in a statism, which
neither understands its true problem, nor concerns itself
with the inherent demands of the nation. because it will
be too busy guarding its own privilege and its own power.

•

There are further problems in regard to
members and especially leaders who come
from a racial group other than the one
primarily discriminated against-problems
which are quite real, albeit less acute, in the
United States as in Southern Africa. Most
such leaders and members in fact risk less,
suffer less, and are more cautious in the
aims and tactics they will espouse. As a
result frictions are inevitable no matter how
sincere all concerned are in seeking a nonracial society. If these strains lead to the
creation of ne\v organisations-as in the
direct action phase of the US integration
struggle-the more radical are they likely to
have very few European members whether
there is a del iberate intent to exclude or
not. Cooperation between the organisations
may be easier than would harmonious
operation of a single body. (This is not intended as an expression of the opinion that
bitter divisions such as have occurred in
Southern Africa do not set back the struggle for a non racial society.)
Both on the grounds of presenting a
clear demonstration that they are the members, the leaders, and the policymakers to
fellow-Africans and on those of securing a
reasonably homogenous body of vie\vs on
short term aims and policies a nonracial
movement }1U1Y be well advised to adopt an
exclusive "indigenous Africans only" membership policy until it has consolidated its
position and demonstrated its right to preeminence in the struggle. In the meantime,
it can maintain a national united campaign
with nonracial immigrant African bodies as
have TANU, UNIP, the Malawi Congress,
and numerous other Southern African
parties and movements.
Nonracialism is equatable with integration
only if the oppressed racial group really
seeks to become an integral part of the
dominating c(~rnmunity's culture and sociopolitical-economic system. While it may
seek n1arginal changes in the latter or preserve some elements of its own patterns
(especially in culture) its basic objection to
the existing structure much be limited to
discrimination if nonracialism is to mean
integration. Gradual integration is indeed
the Progressive platform and was the early
Liberal one as well but one can scarcely
say that any major Southern African

movement with basically African membership would be content with it. There is no
existing culture or socio-economic-political
structure into which the African majority
seeks to be integrated. Indeed in the
Sou thern African context integration would
be more akin to "assimilation" in the
French sense than to true nonracialism.
A nonracial society in Southern Africa
must be a new society with cultural, social,
political, and economic conditions and institutions drawing from African, European,
Asian, and other sources but combined in a
way consistent with the historical and current situation unique to Southern Africa.
The transfonnation of Tanganyika, sketched
and partly achieved since independence, is
certainly nonracial but it is equally certainly
not integration. It is the creation of an
entirely new society.
The US parallel is once more suggestive
-neither the Negro nor the white participants in nonracial direct action see integration into the existing social patterns as the
whole of their objective. We seek not only
equal access to existing structures but also
their more or less radical transfonnation. If
this is true in a country with a discriminated minority of 10% and with a socioeconomic structure which is-whatever else
can be said of it-much less unjust, exploitative, and sterile than that of white South
Africa, is it not much more true for South
Africa?
In short the demands of gaining African
confidence and of maintaining unity on
short term aims and tactics combined with
the generally more cautious approach of
immigrant African supporters of nonracialism is likely to force nonracial African
bodies to adopt exclusive ~embership policies. These are not inconsistent with seeking
a truly Hon-racial society. Such a society, in
turn, cannot be equated with integration
because there is no existing society into
which African (or for that matter immigrant African nonracialists) wish to be
integrated.
REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN

Department of Economics,
University of Ghana,
Lcgnll, A cera
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